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Section 12: Using the Stream Monitoring Worksheet

The stream monitoring worksheet on the next page is intended to be used regularly to identify trends in a stream’s 
health and resilience over time. All streams—the good, the bad, and the ugly—are constantly in a dynamic state of 
change. Streams that appear to be in the worst of conditions may be changing toward health, and streams that appear 
to be healthy may be in the early stages of decline. A resilient stream can maintain or regain its function after changes 
and disturbance events (such as flood, fire, or drought) and rebound quickly to a healthy state. This worksheet is 
intended to help identify whether a stream is trending toward a healthy condition, or whether challenges are arising that 
could cause a condition to worsen.

We recommend that land managers use this worksheet to set a “baseline” report for a stream. Complete the worksheet 
questions and use the summary chart at the end to mark the box noting your stream’s condition for each question. 
Then, continue to reuse the worksheet and monitor the stream over time, noting trends and changes. Get to know a 
stream at differing flows and conditions throughout the year—and use this worksheet as a tool to work toward continuous 
improvement.

Each of the elements that you monitor in this worksheet is capable of changing, either toward or away from a healthy 
condition. Many of the options trend from a low- to a high-resilience condition, as represented by a colored circle:

 Most resilient
 Strong resilience
 Moderate resilience
 Functioning at risk
 Reduced function

Please keep in mind that annual weather, including drought or wet years, may also impact your stream’s condition. 
This is natural and reflects the power of prairie streams to adapt. These annual changes also speak to the need to 
better understand a stream over time. Appendix A includes an example of a completed worksheet, as well as multiple 
additional worksheets and note pages to use in future assessments.
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Stream Monitoring Worksheet
Answer the following questions using the methods in section 11 of the stream guide.

1. What is the stream flow type? Describe how the stream behaves during an average year’s rainfall for your 
area.

 �  Ephemeral: stream only flows for a few hours or days after rain events
 �  Intermittent: stream flows for part or most of the year, but does go dry in sections (note: intermittent streams 

may have unconnected pools of water year-round)
 �  Perennial: stream flows year round

2. Do you notice springs or seeps present?
 �  No
 �  Yes

3. What is your stream’s sinuosity (or meandering)?
 �  Straight
 �  Moderately Sinuous
 �  Highly Sinuous
 �  Wet Meadow (no defined channel)

4. How is your stream channel changing or evolving?
 �  Fully Connected: no defined channel, “stage zero” or channel highly connected and continuous with an 

active floodplain
 �  Single Channel Forming: small but clearly defined channel
 �  Incised or Rechannelizing: channel actively incising/downcutting, headcuts may be present
 �  Widening and Depositing: channel may be unstable, active cutting and widening
 �  New Inset Floodplain Formed or Forming: unstable but recovering: bank slumping, sediment deposition, 

some point bars present
 �  Rebuilding: channel is in recovery, is stabilizing again and developing new floodplain benches set down 

within the new floodplain—often with evidence of one or more older terraces

5. How connected is your stream to the floodplain?
 �  Flooding out of banks occurs infrequently or never (every 5–100 years at most) 
 �  Flooding occurs occasionally: stream channel is confined or well-contained within the banks, but with access 

to a narrow floodplain at higher flows (every 2–5 years)
 �  Flooding out of banks occurs frequently (once or twice every couple of years)

6. What is the condition of your riparian area? 
a. Vegetative cover

 �  Bare Ground, 0–1% cover
 �  Very sparse, 2–10% cover
 �  Sparse, 11–40% cover
 �  Moderate, 41–70% cover
 �  Dense, 71–100% cover

b. Width of greenbelt
 �  No greenbelt present
 �  Greenbelt limited to edge of channel
 �  Greenbelt only occupying part of the valley bottom, limited to low-lying areas
 �  Valley bottom well vegetated with plants that are dependent on saturated or well-watered conditions
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c. Dominant vegetation
 �  Mostly upland plants
 �  Mix of upland and some mesic plants
 �  Mostly wetland / mesic plants
 �  Wet meadow plants

d. Based on your assessment, which best describes the presence of trees?
 �  No trees or woody plants are present in the riparian area, OR only invasive tree species and upland shrubs 

are present
 �  There are old, mature and/or dying trees high on banks away from the stream, but no new “recruits” (young 

trees)
 �  Young trees and mesic woody vegetation are beginning to re-establish in the riparian area
 �  There are mixed ages of trees and/or mesic woody plants and native perennial shrubs

e. Plant diversity
 �  Low diversity, mostly invasive species and/or annual weedy species
 �  Low diversity, mostly perennial native species
 �  High diversity, mostly native species, with a mix of perennial grasses, forbs, and shrubs 

7. Are indicators of salinity present?
 �  Saline conditions are affecting plant health, productivity, and vigor
 �  Salt indicators are visible but are not limiting plant growth
 �  Salts do not appear to be present 
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Bringing It All Together
Using your answers from the worksheet above, fill in the chart below. Note areas that seem to be doing well, and others 
that need improvement.

Stream Type:   Stream Name or Location: 

Date Monitoring Completed  / /

Current Condition
For each question, mark the column that corresponds to the resilience color noted in the worksheet. Notice changes to 
condition over time by preserving this worksheet and your notes for future monitoring reference.

Question
Losing 

Function
Functioning 
But at Risk

Moderate 
Resilience

Strong 
Resilience

Most 
Resilient

Notes/comments: 
(wildlife observations, 
annual precipitation 

received, etc.)Less Resilient>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> More Resilient

1. Stream Flow Type

2. Springs and/or Seeps

3. Sinuosity

4. Stream Stage

5. Entrenchment

6a. Vegetation Cover 

6b. Width of Greenbelt

6c. Dominant Vegetation

6d. Trees and Shrubs

6e. Plant Diversity

7. Salinity
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Dan O’Brien, Colton and Jilian Jones, ranchers
Pennington/Meade County, SD

Regenerative Bison Ranch Focuses on Riparian 
Future

Bison and beavers are critical 
keystone species to restore 

riparian streambeds.
“

”
In the vast open prairies between the Black Hills National 
Forest and the Buffalo Gap National Grasslands lies the 
Cheyenne River Ranch, where 1,000 head of buffalo 
roam to help regenerate more than 30,000 acres.

“We were doing regenerative agriculture before it was 
cool, for about 50 years,” says Dan O’Brien, ranch 
owner and founder of the Wild Idea Buffalo Company. 
This ranching philosophy drove the wildlife biologist, 
rancher and carbon cowboy to bring buffalo back and 
revive degraded cropland with native grasses and 
grazing bison that heal the soil and capture carbon.

O’Brien has transformed many degraded pastures 
and cropland by planting and replanting native seeds 
and using regenerative practices that build healthy 
root systems and soil. On his ranch, he maintains a 
reasonable herd size that gives grass proper rest time, 
rather than expanding the size of the herd in good years.

Ranch manager and wildlife biologist Colton Jones 
shares O’Brien’s passion for range management 
and his understanding of the role bison play in the 
ecosystem. Jones also works with like-minded ranchers 
from Montana to Nebraska who steward their land 
and manage their animals in the same manner. These 
partners provide the other half of the harvest needed to 
supply Wild Idea Buffalo Company customers.

Working to rebuild streams
Just as vital as rebuilding grass resources in this 
semi-arid, changing climate is restoration of the water 
resources. The Cheyenne River Ranch has two main 
riparian areas. The Cheyenne River runs through the 
south boundary of a deeded shared U.S. Forest Service 
allotment on the Buffalo Gap National Grasslands, and 
Lower Spring Creek flows from the Black Hills and 
crosses deeded ground in two areas on the ranch.
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“My wife Jilian [general manager of Wild Idea Buffalo Company] and I have owned the land with Lower Spring Creek 
for five years now, and we’re beginning to see some early recovery of vegetation growth on the creek bottoms,” Jones 
says. “Since bison don’t camp in riparian areas like cattle, only visiting to drink, they’re helping to heal it from the years 
of cattle damage.”

The O’Brien and Jones families are passionate about rebuilding these riparian areas, as these creeks are a critical water 
source for the bison herd. “In a holistic view, if you’re not managing the water properly, you degrade your soil quality, 
which degrades the grass quality. Also, water is not in infinite supply. Water tables are dropping every year, so we must 
bring the ecosystem back to hold onto water longer,” Jones says.

Beavers vital to biodiversity
Jones has seen their creek run dry at times, given the wild weather swings brought about by climate change. “Since we 
don’t have plumbed water into those pastures, they could become useless unless we slow the water down and hold it, 
like what beavers can do.”

The Cheyenne River Ranch is working with The Nature Conservancy, which also holds conservation easements on the 
ranch’s deeded property, to incorporate beaver dam analogs to rehabilitate the stream habitat. Beaver dam analogs 
are human-made structures designed to mimic the function of a natural beaver dam to slow and hold water on the 
landscape. Their use can create the conditions that eventually attract these natural dam builders to return to an area.

“We consider beavers to be a keystone species to a prairie ecosystem, like the buffalo, and beaver reintroduction has 
been a short-term priority goal since we acquired this land,” Jones says. “Repairing these riparian areas will take time 
because beavers were trapped out of existence, and cattle distressed the habitat that was once here. We want to see 
more willow trees and other wetland species take root and build back the biodiversity.”

Both Colton and Jilian are beginning to see more wildlife on the creek bottoms, from turkeys to pronghorns. “I’ve seen 
turkey hens on that creek for the first time this spring, and we attribute that to the rest we give those areas and not 
overgrazing them,” he shares.

New ideas from partners
Jones travels to the different ranches in their network with a mobile harvest truck, which gives him the opportunity to get 
ideas for riparian restoration. Since the ranches he visits cover vast geographic distances and varied ecosystems—from 
Montana to Nebraska—he learns first-hand how other buffalo producers manage riparian areas in harmony with grazing 
to preserve the future of their ranches.

“On a ranch in Choteau, Montana, that has shifted to bison, their riparian areas now include beavers. As a result, they’re 
getting better water retention and starting to see willow trees popping up again,” Jones says. “Another affiliated rancher 
for our Wild Idea Buffalo Company in the Nebraska sandhills, near Atkinson, has brought beavers back successfully by 
focusing on riparian management.”

Seeing a ranch that is farther along in the riparian rehabilitation process gives him the incentive to keep going. “This 
insight into future riparian success is extremely encouraging, for the simple fact that these enterprises care more about 
putting value into the future than chasing today’s dollar,” he adds.

When the Joneses see tangible, measurable improvement in native biodiversity, it offers them hope for the ranch’s future 
that they will carry forward to the next generation. “We’re a family of outdoorsmen. Being down there on those creeks 
or the river with our children is part of how we enjoy life. The biodiversity, the different animals, the different fish that we 
catch out of those streams—that is what enhances our quality of life,” Jones shares.
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Figure 1. Jilian and Colton Jones; © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

Figure 2. Spring Creek is a low-gradient stream, but can go dry in areas during hard drought years. Photo: © Joe Dickie, Generation 
Photography, Inc. 
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Figure 3. Holistic range management across the ranch and its uplands is important to the Jones and O’Brien families as they 
consider the health of their streams. Photo: © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

Figure 4. Bison are managed using holistic grazing practices at Wild Idea Buffalo Company. Photo: © Jill O’Brien
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Figure 5. Streams are a critical water source for the bison herd. Photo: © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.
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